Sightseeing of Belgrade and its underground secrets

Pick up from the meeting point.
Visit to the Belgrade fortress - Belgrade Fortress is a city fortress around which the present Belgrade spread and grew. It
was built at the beginning of the 1st century and developed over the centuries around the Roman castrum and the
Byzantine castle. Development was continued around medieval fortified capital of the Serbian Despotate (from 13th untill
15th century) and finally the Austrian-Ottoman artillery fortification. Today it is a museum of the past of Belgrade, and
with Kalemegdan field it makes a unique cultural and historical site within the Kalemegdan park.
Descent into a large underground Tito's bunker – the bunker was built in 1948 due to the needs of the state to defend
against a possible attack by the Soviet Union.
Tour of the Roman well - mysterious edifice buried in the bedrock near the "Victor" monument three centuries ago.
Roman well was called the "navel of the world" and it was believed to be the place where the mythical hero Orpheus
descended into the underworld.
Descent into the underground dungeon of Big Gunpowder storage and the adoration of one of the greatest relics of
the Christian world, Sarcophagus of Jonas around 1500 years old.
Continuing to a nearby cave that has been adapted into a large wine cellar. Free time for wine tasting and relaxation.
Return to the meeting point.
Duration: approx. 2.5 hours
The price includes:
– Licensed tour guide in English for the duration of the tour,
– Entry fees for the underground landmarks of the Belgrade fortress,
– Wine tasting in the Wine cellar,
– Organization costs of the agency.
*Please note that all prices can be subject of agreement with B2B client
General conditions of the tour organizer - Boreas travel, Belgrade, licence OTP 16/2016 - are valid with this program.

